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Hell in a Handbasket

● Roughly 22% of China’s urban housing stock - more than 50 million 
apartments - are unoccupied.

● Replica cities of Paris, London, Jackson Hole, and other Western cities 
have been built, intended to become thriving urban centers but instead 
being transformed into wedding photo backdrops or cheap suburban 
housing.

● Nearly a third of all property loans are now classed as bad debts –
29.1%, up from 24.3% at the end of last year, according to research by 
Citigroup this week – with once safe state-owned property developers 
driving the increase.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-08/a-fifth-of-china-s-homes-are-empty-that-s-50-million-apartments
https://abcnews.go.com/International/chinas-fake-cities-eerie-replicas-paris-london-jackson/story?id=36525453
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-19/china-s-property-bad-loan-ratio-surges-to-almost-30-citi-says


Why are Chinese Prices so Insane?

● How, could higher prices and rents be sustained alongside such 
elevated vacancy rates?

● Part of the reason is cultural. Due to the longstanding one-child 
policy, China has too many young men and a dearth of young 
women.

● Many women (and their insistent mothers) expect suitors to own at 
least one house before being considered marriage material.

● If women were to expect men to own luxury cars in order to be 
marriageable, the cost of a Mercedes would surely rise as well.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-04-11/china-property-boom-costs-young-lovers-and-australia/9626606






The Biggest Short

● The rating agency S&P said at least 800bn yuan would be needed – or even 
10 times that much in the worst-case scenario – to rescue a property market 
in which prices have fallen, sales have slid, developers have gone bust and 
buyers have staged an unprecedented and widening mortgage boycott in 

protest at having paid largely upfront for homes that have not been finished.
● The market is experiencing a total collapse in confidence, analysts say, and 

only government intervention can save the day.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-23/china-mortgage-boycott-widens-as-homebuyers-take-aim-at-quality?srnd=markets-vp


It’s a Vicious Circle

● About 2m off-plan homes remain unfinished across China, according to a 
rough estimate by S&P.

● That figure will grow if sales continue to fall and developers continue to run 
out of money to complete projects.

● The latest estimate is the number could reach as high as 8M.
● To put that in perspective in the US, about 1.7M new homes are built every 

year in total.
● Nobody wants to admit it, but the Chinese Real Estate Market looks a lot like 

a ponzi scheme.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/china


Everybody …. OUT OF THE POOL!!!!

● For years, pre-selling homes – mainly apartments in large blocks and newly styled 

urban villages – kept the developers flush with cash and, along with borrowing on 

an epic scale, meant they could buy more land and keep building.

● In 2021, about 90% of homes were sold off plan in China.

● But Xi’s decision two years ago to crack down on “reckless” lending starved 

developers of their funding and, when the music stopped, it emerged they could 

not finish homes they had already taken money for because they had spent it on 

buying the next parcel of land or project.



Speaking of Baskets, Let’s Talk About Eggs….

● The property market accounts for anywhere between 20% and 30% of 
China’s gross domestic product.

● This is a huge proportion compared with other large economies, and is thanks 
partly to the country’s investment-led economic model that has prioritised 
construction.

● As a result it has bred a blind faith in the property values, which have risen 
more or less uniformly for the past two decades or more.

● Smart money is now about to move into bonds, equities and commodities 
where in the past it was really only going into one thing.



Here He Comes to Save the Day?

● Pressure mounts on Xi to do something, anything to soften the blow, but this 
is increasingly unlikely.

● But although his government is pushing for the restructuring of failing 
developers such as Evergrande and hoping to spread the debt burden across 
state-owned enterprises, banks and local governments, the pain is likely to 
fall on ordinary Chinese.

● Just as it does on ordinary investors when a Ponzi scheme eventually 
collapses.



The Most Inconvenient of all Political Truths

● The Chinese political system is not built around individuals, it’s 

built around companies, they are the constituents. The political 

system operates through them.

● Property markets are not designed to be a Ponzi scheme – and a Ponzi 

scheme needs to be designed.

● This is an investment bubble. And the bubble has ended.



So Big Picture this for Me Dr. Doom …

● The Chinese Economy is 20% of the Global Economy
● And the Chinese Real Estate Market is likely 30% of that pool of value
● In other words - about 7% of the world’s economy is at risk, at the rest of that 

economy driven by that asset class is at risk as well.
● Again - The Chinese Housing market is the largest asset class on planet 

earth - bigger than the combined US stock exchange.
● We cannot also underestimate the importance of Chinese foreign investment, 

import values and debt funding.











Looking forward

● Real wages expected to continue falling across the world in 2022-2024
● Cost-of-living crisis threatens social unrest, even as inflationary 

pressures are expected to ease in the next year
● Seven out of 10 consider a global recession to be likely
● Further fragmentation and localisation of supply chains expected
● Transportation rates to plummet into the US and Europe as demand falls
● Food insecurity will be at historical levels in developing world
● Aid is generally harder to justify in periods of economic hardship
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HIT ME UP!!!

Who wants some training in house??


